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LDA Ensembles for Interactive Exploration and
Categorization of Behaviors
Siming Chen, Natalia Andrienko, Gennady Andrienko, Linara Adilova, Jeremie Barlet, Jo¨rg Kindermann,
Phong H. Nguyen, Olivier Thonnard, and Cagatay Turkay
Abstract—We define behavior as a set of actions performed by some actor during a period of time. We consider the problem of
analyzing a large collection of behaviors by multiple actors, more specifically, identifying typical behaviors and spotting anomalous
behaviors. We propose an approach leveraging topic modeling techniques – LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) Ensembles – to represent
categories of typical behaviors by topics that are obtained through topic modeling a behavior collection. When such methods are
applied to text in natural languages, the quality of the extracted topics are usually judged based on the semantic relatedness of the
terms pertinent to the topics. This criterion, however, is not necessarily applicable to topics extracted from non-textual data, such as
action sets, since relationships between actions may not be obvious. We have developed a suite of visual and interactive techniques
supporting the construction of an appropriate combination of topics based on other criteria, such as distinctiveness and coverage of the
behavior set. Two case studies on analyzing operation behaviors in the security management system and visiting behaviors in an
amusement park, and the expert evaluation of the first case study demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.
Index Terms—LDA, Visual Analytics, User Behavior.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
W E use the term behavior, or behavior instance, to refer toa set of actions performed by some actor during a pe-
riod of time. With increasing data availability, behavior anal-
ysis attracts growing attention in areas such as e-commerce,
computer security, health care, social media etc [1], [2].
Behavior patterns are usually complex, ill-defined and di-
verse. Categorization, which involves identifying and char-
acterizing existing types (categories) of behaviors, is an
important task for understanding and predicting behaviors
of customers, users, or patients, as well as for spotting
atypical (and possibly anomalous) behaviors. To give a
simple example, consider the analysis of activity logs from
an e-commerce webpage. Here, the actions may be “enter a
search text”, “push the search button”, “scroll down”, etc.,
and a behavior where these actions appear together can be
categorized as “product search”.
Our paper first investigates the suitability of topic mod-
eling for identifying behavior types in a large set of activity
logs, i.e., recorded sequences of actions performed by some
actors, such as users of a software tool, visitors of a venue,
and players of a game. This investigation was accomplished
through a study conducted by an interdisciplinary team
consisting of visual analytics researchers and computer
security experts working on a dataset of logged sessions
recording the usage of a computer application. We then
further tested our approach through a synthetic dataset
provided for VAST Challenge 2015. In both studies, we aim
to answer the following question:
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By considering a set of possible actions as a “vocabulary” and
action logs as “texts” built from this vocabulary, can “topics”
extracted by topic modeling algorithms be considered as
representations of behavior types?
Our study allowed us to answer this question positively,
but it showed a need in tools for interactive exploration and
comparison of extracted “topics” and selection of a sufficient
subset of representative “topics”. Thus, in this paper, we
develop such tools as shown in Fig. 1. Besides, we address
the problem of representing the behavior topics visually in a
way that enables judgment of their quality and comparison
between them. The problem is explained as follows.
When topic modeling is applied to texts in natural lan-
guages, extracted topics may be represented to the analyst as
combinations of topic-relevant words. For example, words
that have significantly higher probabilities of occurrence in
texts associated with these topics than in texts associated
with other topics. Since an analyst can interpret the meaning
of the words and judge whether the word combinations
make sense, the assessment of the topic quality and use-
fulness is straightforward. However, when the “words” are
action labels, the meaning of combinations of such labels
may not be clear to the analyst. Hence, it may be impossible
to judge the topic quality (i.e., whether it represents a mean-
ingful behavior type) just by looking at the list of actions that
have the highest probabilities. For example, when a topic
extracted from a set of text documents is represented by
keywords “big data, visualization, machine learning, cloud
computing”, it can be easily judged as a good topic that
concerns computer science and data analysis techniques.
However, if a behavior topic contains “search user, open
table, close dialog”, it may be hard to judge its quality.
Therefore, there is a need for an approach to enable
examination of the quality of a set of behavior topics
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LDA Ensemble for User Behavior Analysis
Fig. 1. Visual interface for exploring results of ensembles of topic models. The visualization system includes (a) topic projection view, (b) topic-action
matrix, (c) topic chord diagram, and (d) color labels of action classes. We label the topics as “LDA i Topic j” to reflect the LDA run and topic number.
using other criteria such as distinctiveness and coverage.
Distinctiveness means clear differentiation between the types
of behaviors represented by the topics. Coverage indicates
the proportion of behavior instances that can be affiliated
to some behavior types with a high degree of certainty.
When the behaviors lacking a clear affiliation with any of
the behavior types are few, they can be treated as atypical
or possibly anomalous and thus may require a special
attention from the analyst. We propose interactive visual
tools, namely, a chord diagram and a matrix display (Fig. 1),
for visual exploration and comparison of selected topics and
assessment of the distinctiveness and coverage of a selected
subset of representative topics.
Our contribution can be summarized as follows:
• We investigate and demonstrate the suitability of topic
modeling (as a general class of techniques) for analysis
of activity logs with the aim of identifying typical
behaviors
• We develop an analytical workflow for behavior anal-
ysis and categorization, combining (i) generation of
ensembles of models using topic modeling methods
and (ii) interactive visual exploration of these models
and selection of a subset of topics representing typical
behaviors
• We develop a set of visual analytics tools to serve as
an example of how the proposed workflow can be
supported.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 explains
the goal and scope of our study and provides the rationale
for the choices we made regarding the approaches and
methods. Section 3 reviews the related work. After describ-
ing the data and introducing the LDA ensemble method
in Section 4, we present the visual analytics workflow for
identifying behavior categories in Section 5. We demonstrate
the use of the workflow in two case studies (Section 6).
Finally, we discuss the limitations and future work (Section
7).
2 RESEARCH SCOPE
This section provides justifications for the core decisions
made to define the subject and course of our study.
Why use topic modeling for behavior analysis? Topic
modeling is a well-established and widely used class of
statistical techniques for obtaining summarized representa-
tions of semantics of text documents based on combinations
of words occurring in them [3]. There is a similarity between
the task of semantic characterization of text contents and
the task of identifying behavior types in action logs. In
text writing, the intended topic motivates the choice of
words that are used to convey it; hence, the topic can be
reconstructed based on the chosen combination of words.
Similarly, an actor’s intent motivates the choice of actions
that are used to fulfill this intent; hence, the latter can be
reconstructed based on the chosen combination of actions.
The chosen actions may be indicative not only of the intent
but also of the actor’s strategy and preferences; therefore, we
use the term “behavior” to refer to a conjunction of factors
that motivated an actor to do particular actions.
Topic modeling methods are applied to large collections
of documents for identifying common topics that occur in
multiple documents. We conjecture that these methods may
also be helpful for identifying common types of actors’
behaviors that are realized in multiple action sequences.
This is what we test in our paper.
Techniques that are typically used in analyzing action
logs pay primary attention to the sequence in which actions
appear. There exist many sequence mining algorithms [4],
[5] as well as systems for visual analysis of action or event
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sequences [6], [7]. In topic modeling, texts are represented as
“bags of words”, ignoring the sequence in which the words
appear. Hence, topic modeling can by no means substitute
sequence analysis methods, and this is not what we aim
at. What we try to achieve by using topic modeling is
capturing the semantics of action logs for understanding
actors’ behaviors. From this perspective, which particular
actions were taken is more important than the order in
which they were performed. Again, there is an analogy with
texts: whereas word ordering is important in building sen-
tences and ordering of sentences is important for presenting
ideas and arguments, the overall content of a document can
be sensibly represented by a combination of key words or
terms regardless of their ordering in the document.
Topic modeling versus clustering. We also considered
possible use of clustering as another approach to extracting
action log semantics. The approach would involve cluster-
ing of action logs by similarity, e.g., based on the occurrence
frequencies of different actions or their TF-IDF scores [8].
The resulting clusters could be represented by vectors com-
posed of statistical summaries of the original attributes, such
as the means or medians of the values. This is similar to a
result of topic modeling, which consists of vectors of action
probabilities. There are several reasons for preferring topic
modeling over clustering. First, an acknowledged challenge
for clustering is the “curse of dimensionality” [9]. Clustering
techniques depend critically on the measure of similarity, or
distance, between data points. With the increasing of the
number of dimensions, the data become sparse, and the
distances between points tend to become relatively uniform,
which makes division into clusters quite arbitrary and un-
stable regarding slight changes of parameters. Unlike clus-
tering, topic modeling techniques are designed to deal with
high-dimensional and sparse data, being based on word co-
occurrences rather than distances between documents.
While the problem of high dimensionality can be alle-
viated by applying dimensionality reduction methods, the
reliance of clustering on distances makes this approach not
quite suitable when many action logs may contain instances
of two or more behavior types. Clustering will not put such
action logs together with other action logs where the same
behavior types occur alone or in other combinations due
to high distances to those action logs. Without a limitation
on the required number of clusters, a clustering algorithm
would put each combination of behavior types in a sepa-
rate cluster. Additional efforts would be required to find
commonalities between clusters. As the number of clusters
is usually limited, diverse combinations of behavior types
may be put in the same cluster, which will be very hard
to interpret. In contrast, a basic premise of topic modeling
is that any document may concern several topics, possibly,
in different proportions; i.e., each document is modeled as
a topic mixture. Topics are identified based on term co-
occurrences rather than inter-document distances. There-
fore, even if there are no documents solely concerned with
some topic A but there are documents where A is com-
bined with various other topics B, C, D, a topic modeling
algorithm is quite likely to find topic A, because the co-
occurrence frequencies of the terms pertinent to A will be
high while their co-occurrences with the terms specific to B,
C, D will be relatively less frequent.
Why LDA? In our study, we wanted to investigate the
general suitability of topic modeling as a class of techniques
and even as a concept for identifying and understanding be-
havior types. In this regard, the choice of a specific algorithm
is largely arbitrary. We chose LDA [10] because it is a highly
popular method implemented in multiple open software
libraries and known as more general than Latent Semantic
Analysis (LSA) [11] and Probabilistic Semantic Analysis
(pLSA) [12]. Another quite popular method is nonnegative
matrix factorization (NMF) [13], [14]. There are no principal
differences between LDA and NMF regarding the inputs
and outputs; therefore, NMF could be used for the purpose
of behavior analysis in the same way as LDA.
Why ensembles of topic models? Most topic modeling
methods require the user to set the number of topics that
need to be extracted. An appropriate topic number may be
unknown and hard to guess in advance. Another problem is
that many topic modeling algorithms are non-deterministic
and produce slightly different results in each run even if
the number of topics is the same [15]. Therefore, better
understanding of the contents of a text corpus can be gained
by examining and comparing results of multiple runs of
topic modeling, i.e., an ensemble of topic models.
The comparison needs to be supported by a visual
display showing similarities and differences among topics.
This can be a projection plot obtained by means of some
dimensionality reduction algorithm (MDS, t-SNE, etc.). In
a projection, similar topics are located close to each other
and dissimilar ones are distant from each other. A clus-
ter of spatially close topic indicates the existence of an
archetype topic that is discovered by multiple runs of a
topic modeling method. In other words, it is the same
topic represented slightly differently in different models.
The fact that it was found more than once indicates its
significance and trustworthiness. Topics that are scattered
over a wide area in the plot may be computational artifacts
rather than representations of really existing topics. If there
are a few topics that are distant from others, the analyst can
check their trustworthiness through additional runs of the
algorithm with incrementing the topic number in each run.
An occurrence of similar topics in the additionally obtained
topic models is an evidence of topic significance. Topics that
remain far from all others can be ignored. In this iterative
and interactive way, the analyst can gain understanding of
what and how many topics exist.
Of course, this approach is not scalable to the number
of topics and thus cannot be applied to a heterogeneous
corpus of documents where the number of topics is very
large. However, it can work very well on action logs where
the vocabulary (i.e., set of possible actions) is very limited
compared to the vocabularies of natural languages.
It may be argued that a suitable number of topics
can be determined automatically based on some quality
measures [16], [17]. However, what is optimal in terms of
statistical indicators in not necessarily the most meaningful
and useful to a human. An analyst may gain better under-
standing and knowledge of existing behavior types from
seeing and exploring a topic space with dense and sparse
areas, clusters and outliers.
Why not hierarchical topic modeling? It may seem
that the use of hierarchical topic modeling methods [18]
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removes the need to specify the number of topics in ad-
vance and can thus be superior to using ensembles of flat
topic models. However, hierarchical topic models have their
problems [19], [20], [21]. One problem is that they tend
to generate large hierarchies where the overall number of
topics is very high. Exploring and understanding such a
hierarchy may be challenging. Another problem is that very
similar topics may occur in different branches of a topic
tree. It is hard to spot these similarities and understand the
differences between the topic semantics. It is also question-
able whether the idea of topic hierarchy (from more general
to more specific topics) is transferable from linguistics to
behavior analysis, i.e., whether it is valid to assume the
existence of a hierarchy of behavior types. This can make
sense in some applications but, possibly, not everywhere,
and it may be quite hard to judge whether a computation-
ally constructed hierarchy reflects real relationships between
behavior types.
Character of the research results. This paper presents an
approach that we developed in the course of the study. We
describe a set of techniques that can support the approach;
however, this is not a fully operational software system ori-
ented to end users. In our study, we evaluated the basic idea
and the approach to implementing it but not the utilization
of particular software tools.
3 RELATED WORK
We discuss works in topic modeling, topic visualization,
interactive topic editing, and visual analysis of behaviors.
3.1 Topic modeling
Topic modeling approaches emerged from the information
retrieval theory [22]. A predecessor is Latent Semantic
Analysis (LSA) [11], which groups documents based on
occurrences of common words and simultaneously groups
words based on their co-occurrence in same documents.
Relationships between words can also be analyzed using
word embedding methods [23], which represent words by
multidimensional vectors such that the distances between
the vectors indicate the word relatedness. LSA was further
developed into Probabilistic Semantic Analysis (PLSA) [12],
establishing a statistical probabilistic formulation of the
technique. Latent Dirichlet Allocation technique (LDA) [10]
is a formalism that is closely related to PLSA. The basic idea
of LDA is that documents are represented as mixtures of
latent topics, where each topic is a distribution over words
of a chosen base vocabulary [10]. The distribution of topics,
documents and words is modeled using Dirichlet priors
(distributions). The PLSA technique can also be modeled as
a LDA technique by using special Dirichlet priors. LDA is
therefore more general than PLSA. LDA was successfully
applied to many different domains, from movement to
consumer behavior characterization [24], [25], [26]. In this
work, the choice of a specific topic modeling method (LDA
or other) is not essential, as explained in Section 2.
There exist many variants of LDA techniques. For ex-
ample, Labeled LDA [27] was introduced to find most
appropriate tags for text documents among all tags assigned
by numerous readers. This gave rise to the idea that topics
might be used as a basis for improving the classification
of documents [28]. Dynamic Topic Modeling [29] was pro-
posed for applying LDA to time slices of evolving data.
There were attempts to integrate human knowledge in the
process of topic modeling, for example [30], [31], which can
be regarded as human-in-the-loop topic modeling. All of
them exploit the ability of humans to judge the correspon-
dence of words and documents to particular topics on the
basis of textual information. Generally, involvement of a
human in the topic modeling process is important for choos-
ing appropriate parameters, understanding the generated
topics, and creating a good set of topics for summarizing
the content of given documents. These ideas motivate us
to develop an interactive visual analytics process which
enables a human analyst to understand, explore, and select
good candidates from ensembles of topic models without a
prior assumptions of optimal parameter settings.
There are topic modeling algorithms that automate the
selection of the topic number, which include hierarchical
topic models [18], LDA using KD-divergence measures [16],
GSDMM [17], etc. These methods propose their own criteria
for determining the suitable number of topics, such as
perplexity [18] and divergence measure [16]. All approaches
have their advantages and limitations, and there is no single
approach suitable for all situations. In Section 2, we provide
arguments for enabling a human analyst to explore multiple
topic models and select a subset of topics that are the most
meaningful and useful from the analyst’s perspective.
3.2 Topic visualization
Topic modeling is a complex process, in which visualization
helps the analyst to interpret, understand and explore the
process output, i.e., the relationships between documents,
topics and words. Representation of a document as a mix-
ture of topics, where a topic is a probability distribution over
words, makes a matrix a natural representation to visualize
the document–topic and topic–word distributions [32], [33].
Interactive matrix visualizations support reordering of rows
and/or columns to reveal their hidden relationships. In
our work, a matrix is used to visualize the topic–action
distribution (Section 5.2) with the topics ordered by sim-
ilarity (discussed in Section 5.1) and actions ordered by
their probability values for the topics. Such ordering method
could help users to understand which topics are similar and
why they are similar with regard to the actions involved.
Alternatively, a node-link diagram can be used for the
same purpose. Ro¨nnqvist et al. [34] map the topic–word
distribution to a force-directed graph layout with nodes
representing both topics and words. Links connect words
and topics with distances proportional to the corresponding
probability values. ContextTour [35] superimposes a contour
map over a word graph to depict the density distribution
of all words. FacetAtlas [36] adds colored curves on top
of the map to display different types of relationships be-
tween words. For exploring relationships between topics,
we project them into a 2D space based on the word proba-
bilities (Section 5.1) and build chord diagrams showing the
topic similarity in terms of shared documents.
Documents may be associated with timestamps.
Tiara [37] and Visual Backchannel [38] display evolving
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topics using the river metaphor [39], mapping the number of
documents concerning a topic to the width of the topic flow
at every time segment. Beyond changes in topic magnitudes,
TextFlow [40] explores relationships between topics over
time, focusing on how the topics appear, disappear, split and
merge. When the number of topics is large, it is challenging
to understand them and their relationships. This can be
facilitated by organizing the topics into a hierarchy and
supporting its exploration [41], [42]. TopicPanorama [43]
supports exploration and comparison of topics discussed
in texts from multiple sources. Our support to exploring a
large number of topics is a projection display showing topic
similarities and interactive tools for selecting and examining
representative topics.
Beyond examining topics from a single model, topics
from multiple models have also been compared. Alexander
and Gleicher [44] compute topic similarity using the word
vector representation of a topic and align topics in two
different models to show how they match or mismatch. The
authors also use the document-topic matrix to cluster docu-
ments, allowing them to compare two topic models on how
they affect the clustering results. Chuang et al. [45] propose
a metric for assessing the topic quality by matching topics
against reference concepts defined by domain experts. This
approach is hardly generalizable to contexts like ours, where
there are no predefined concepts that could be used as
ground truth. Another work from Chuang et al. [15] exam-
ines the stability of topics from multiple algorithm runs with
identical parameters. That paper echoes the motivation of
our work regarding the unstable nature of topics produced
by probabilistic modeling algorithms. Our paper proposes
an ensemble method that combines results from multiple
modeling runs and supports comparisons and interactive
selection of suitable topics.
3.3 Interactive topic editing
The complex, often stochastic, and parameter-dependent
nature of topic models motivated the development of in-
teractive methods that enable analysts to intervene in the
topic modeling process. Lee et al. [46] utilize results of
topic modeling to identify “soft” clusters of documents.
Their approach is one of the earliest examples of provid-
ing interactive ways to refine topic models by adjusting
the keywords, filtering the data, and directly manipulating
the clusters through operations such as splitting, merging
or removing. Hoque and Carenini [47] note that results
of topic modeling can be noisy and fail to match users’
information needs. They propose a topic modeling system
for asynchronous conversations that revises the model on
the fly on the basis of users’ feedback. Pavia et al. [48]
devised a method where analysts provide correct labels for
misclassified data instances (similar to active learning [49])
to improve classification performance. Choo et al. [50] com-
ment on the inconsistency of topic models when they are
run multiple times. As a solution to this, they suggest the
use of non-negative matrix factorization as a more stable
approach and support interactive editing of a topic model
through keyword refinement, topic splitting, merging, and
creation. Kim et al. [51] present an approach that can be
called progressive topic modeling, in which a selected topic
can be refined by applying the topic modeling algorithm to
the subset of documents affiliated to this topic.
The specifics of our problem renders the approaches
involving interactive improvement of a topic model un-
suitable. The analyst may have no preliminary ideas as to
what kinds of topics (i.e., behavior types) might exist, and
topic goodness cannot be judged just from seeing the most
representative action labels, which is different from seeing
combinations of well-known words of a natural language.
Alexander and Gleicher [44] extend the set of core tasks
in topic modeling from building a single model to com-
paring multiple models. The authors propose methods to
align and compare topic models computationally, and resort
to visualization techniques to communicate the computed
similarities and differences. El-Assady et al. [52] introduce
a procedure of progressive learning of topic models and
their parameters reinforced by analyst’s feedback from topic
comparison.
The potential of involving human analysts in topic mod-
eling has also been investigated in the machine learning
literature. Andrzejewski et al. [53] propose an approach
in which domain knowledge is incorporated into topic
modeling by specifying “must-link” and “cannot-link” re-
lationships between terms, i.e., what terms are likely or
unlikely to have high probabilities in the same topics. Hu
et al. [54] suggest an enhanced tree-based topic model that
can incorporate analysts’ feedback on the quality of topics
by re-learning the aspects that analysts find inappropriately
represented. The authors argue that such interactive meth-
ods lead to richer and better adopted models and discuss
the important role of involving human experts into machine
learning approaches.
In our work, we build on these studies and draw ideas
and inspiration from them. In most of the approaches dis-
cussed, the emphasis is on refining a single topic model
or on comparison of two models. Our approach differs by
generating multiple topic models, which add a new layer of
information for analysts to interact with.
3.4 Visual analysis of behaviors
Behavior is a broad concept being studied in diverse disci-
plines such as social media analysis [2], mobility [55] and
security [6], [56]. Representative tasks are pattern extraction
[57], relationship identification [58], and categorization of
individuals based on their behaviors [4]. Xiong et al. [59]
used a flower metaphor for a graphical representation of
message posting activities of people. Kanda et al. [58] ana-
lyzed movements of museum visitors searching for different
visiting patterns. Orellana et al. [60] studied relationships
among players of a mobile game. Personal behaviors may
be very complex and often represented by heterogeneous
data [61], [62]. Blascheck et al. [62] combine multiple dif-
ferent types and sources of data for analyzing behaviors
of participants in user studies. Koldijk et al. [61] analyze
multi-faceted behaviors of people at work. Rattenbury and
Canny [14] apply a variant of topic modeling to action logs
of computer users to discover so called “context structures”,
i.e., combinations of files, folders, web pages, applications,
and e-mail addresses that are used at the same or close
times and, therefore, are likely to be related. The results are
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presented to the users as visual summaries of their work,
allowing them to reflect on how their day-to-day work
routines are organized.
User behavior analysis has also been used for identifying
anomalies [63]. Pannell and Ashman [64] demonstrate the
potential of using such approaches in the context of cyber se-
curity through building user profiles based on features such
as keystroke profiles and applications used. Even though
this area is growing, the use of visualization to support
behavior analysis has not been discussed yet.
Differently from the previous works, our research stud-
ies the suitability of the topic modeling concept for identi-
fying latent behavior types and defines the visual analytics
methods and procedures needed for supporting this task.
4 LDA ENSEMBLES FOR BEHAVIOR DATA
In the following, we describe our approach by defining
our core terminology and explaining how topic modeling
is used. We define a set of domain agnostic analysis tasks
for behavior categorization through topic modeling. We
illustrate the concepts with an example based on data stem-
ming from a Logon and Security Server (LSS) management
and control system as gathered in the context of a multi-
disciplinary research project.
4.1 Definitions and data description
We define a behavior, or behavior instance, as a combination
of actions performed by some actor during a period of time.
One actor may have one or multiple behavior instances.
Actions may belong to specific classes.
Our illustrative example, LSS, is based on logs from a
digital application where the user base of an organization
is managed through user authentication, access control and
sophisticated user rights assigned to individuals and offices.
The LSS data set consists of 14,929 sessions performed by
system operators; A session consists of multiple actions,
for example, “Search User”, “Display One User”, “Create
User”, “Create Login Area”, etc. There are 296 distinct
actions. These actions can be grouped into classes by do-
main experts. For example, the actions for searching and
displaying a user can be in “User View” class, while creating
a user or a login area can be in “User Create” class.
The existence of action classes is not essential for the
idea of behavior modeling with LDA. However, it is difficult
to represent a large number of individual actions in visual
displays in a comprehensible way. Similarly to Monroe et
al. [5], we utilize action classes for creating simpler views.
Another example of using action classes can be given based
on the IEEE VAST Challenge 2015 story [65], in which
visitors of an amusement park attended attractions grouped
in 12 classes, such as “thrill rides”, “shopping”, “food”, etc.
Here, the actions are the visits of different attractions, and
the attraction classes can be treated as action classes.
We support the use of several alternative classifications
when available, as this can help to (a) vary the level of detail
(bigger/smaller sets of action classes, different levels in a
class hierarchy, if it exists) and (b) look at modeling results
from different perspectives (different themes).
4.2 LDA for behavior data
The LDA technique was originally proposed by Blei [10] to
detect latent topics in a collection of documents, each of
which contains a set of words. The input to LDA consists
of a document-word matrix DW , where DWij represents
the frequency of word j in document i. LDA produces a
set of topics T , a topic-word matrix TW , and a document-
topic matrix DT . TWkj specifies the probability of word j
in topic k, while DTik represents the probability of topic k
in document i. The probabilities are numeric values ranging
between 0 and 1.
In our approach, we treat the actions as words and each
behavior containing multiple actions as a document. Thus,
we can find latent topics of behaviors (Fig. 2), which can be
seen as distinct behavior types, or categories.
Fig. 2. The idea of using LDA for behavior analysis: analogously to
deriving topics from documents consisting of words, we can derive
topics representing behavior categories in terms of actions.
Fig. 3. The use of a histogram of the distribution of the maximal topic
probabilities for choosing a suitable value for the behavior-topic asso-
ciation threshold. The black bars correspond to the probabilities 0.3 or
higher.
We shall use the terms affiliated and associated for
denoting relationships between behaviors and topics. A
behavior is affiliated to a topic if this topic has the largest
probability for this behavior. A behavior is associated to a
topic if its probability of this topic is larger than a given
threshold; hence, one behavior can be associated to zero,
one, or multiple topics. A meaningful threshold value can be
chosen based on inspecting the shape of the statistical distri-
bution of the maximal topic probabilities for all behaviors,
so that only a small fraction of behaviors remains not asso-
ciated to any topic while the threshold value corresponds to
a notable upward turn in the shape of the probability curve.
At the same time, the threshold value should not be too
low, to avoid many behaviors being associated with two or
more topics. In our case, we found 0.3 to be a good threshold
value; see Fig. 3. With this value, 852 behaviors out of 14,929
(i.e., 5.7%) are not associated to any topic. Such behaviors
are put in a special group called “other”.
The LDA method has parameters α and β controlling
the distribution of topics over documents and words over
topics. We follow established guidance on how to iden-
tify appropriate values for these parameters [10], [66] and
choose α = 0.1 and β = 0.1 for the following cases.
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Apart from α and β, LDA requires setting of parameter
N , which is the number of topics to extract. An appropriate
topic number is often not known in advance. To cope with
this problem, we propose to use LDA ensembles, where
LDA runs multiple times with different values of N . The
combined results of such an ensemble provide a set of
candidate topics to select from.
4.3 Tasks in behavior categorization with LDA
Due to the lack of explicit semantics associated with behav-
iors as discussed earlier, the interpretation of LDA results
obtained for behaviors is more challenging than for textual
data. For example, the relationship between actions “search
office” and “assign role” is not as clear as the semantic relat-
edness between words “Germany” and “European”. Hence,
we need to provide tools helping analysts to understand,
compare, and evaluate behavior topics and on this basis
select appropriate topics representing behavior categories.
The tools need to support the following tasks:
• T1: See and understand similarities and differences
among topics. Groups of similar topics coming from
different LDA runs are highly likely to represent inher-
ently existent behavior types.
• T2: Explore the features of the topics. The features
characterizing the topics include the action probabili-
ties for the topics, the sets of affiliated and associated
behaviors, and the action frequencies in these sets. By
analyzing these features, analysts can gain a deeper
understanding of the topic properties.
• T3: Make a selection of representative topics. The
analyst must be able to make informed selection of rep-
resentative topics and interactively modify the selection
made.
• T4: Evaluate the topic selection. The analyst should be
able to check the suitability of a selected topic subset
for categorization of behaviors. The topic subset is
evaluated regarding the distinctiveness among the top-
ics (i.e., low intersections among the topic-associated
groups of behaviors) and the coverage of the behavior
set (i.e., low number of behaviors that are not associated
with any topic).
5 INTERACTIVE VISUAL ANALYTICS OF LDA EN-
SEMBLES
To support the defined tasks, we propose a suite of tools
(Fig. 1) including topic projection, matrix visualization of
topic features, chord diagram for groups of topic-associated
behaviors, and multi-level color labels of actions (Fig. 4).
5.1 Projecting multiple ensembles of topics
To reveal similarities and differences among topics (T1),
commonly used projection (a.k.a. embedding) methods,
such as MDS [67] or t-SNE [68], can be employed for
projecting the topics onto a 2D space (Fig. 1a). Such methods
proved to be suitable for visualization of topic modeling re-
sults [50], [51], [69], [70]. The projection is based on the inter-
topic distances derived from the action-in-topic probabili-
ties. The distance between two topics is determined by the
accumulated differences of the probabilities of action occur-
rences in the topics (accumulated Manhattan distance [71]).
In the visual display of the projection results, topics are
represented by pie chart glyphs showing the probability
distributions of action classes. The segments in each pie
chart are drawn in the order of decreasing probabilities of
the action classes. The analyst can apply different action
classifications to vary the level of detail and/or the themes.
From the glyph distribution in the projection space, analysts
can assess the similarities and differences among topics and
on this basis interactively select representative topics. The
visual similarities and differences between the glyphs them-
selves provide additional information for judging topic sim-
ilarity, so that the analyst does not have to fully rely on the
distances in the projection. The commonly acknowledged
disadvantages of pie charts (see, e.g., [72]) refer mostly to
the accuracy in estimating and comparing numeric values.
In our case, the pie charts are intended to be used not
for estimating exact values and differences but for noting
whether closely located topics appear sufficiently similar.
No detailed examination of the pie segments is required;
the pies can be perceived as wholes; moreover, clusters of
close similar pies can also be perceived holistically (Fig. 1a).
The combinations of the colors occurring in different parts
of the projection display give a general idea concerning the
respective kinds of behaviors.
The projection display serves as an overview, an interac-
tive panel, and a representation of the current selection.
5.2 Visualizing features of topics
To gain a detailed understanding of the topic features in
terms of the action probabilities (T2), we visualize the data
from the topic-action matrices TW (Section 4.2) received
from the LDA ensemble by means of a matrix display
(Fig. 1b). The columns correspond to the actions and the
rows to the topics (all or selected). The colors in the cells
encode the action classes. The vertical ordering is based on
the similarity of the topics, which is consistent with the topic
projection view. The horizontal ordering is done according
to the descending action probabilities following the vertical
arrangement of the topics. This means that actions with
high probabilities for the first topic are put in the beginning,
following by not yet included actions with high probabilities
for the second topic, and so on. Such an ordering method
is intended to facilitate observing the commonalities and
differences between similar topics.
To support the identification of the key actions involved
in the topics, we encode the action probability by the color
opacity. The linear mapping of the probabilities to the opac-
ity levels may not work well for probability distributions
with high peak values. To mitigate this problem, we propose
a mapping involving a threshold t.
Opacity(x) =
{
0.9 ∗ (x−min)/(t−min), x < t
0.1 ∗ (x− t)/(max− t) + 0.9, t <= x (1)
Depending on the chosen threshold, different informa-
tion may be conveyed by the matrix display. Fig. 5a corre-
sponds to t = max/10. The display highlights dominating
actions in the topics but loses less pronounced topic features.
This representation is suitable for determining the most rep-
resentative actions in the topics. To avoid losing potentially
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Fig. 4. Visual analytics tools enabling interactive extraction and exploration of behavior categories with the use of topic modeling. Analysts can
select representative topics and modify the selection after understanding the topic features, their capabilities to differentiate behaviors, and the
coverage of the behavior set.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 5. Matrix color opacity scale settings. (a) Highlighting extreme
values. (b) Showing details of value distributions.
important details, the threshold can be set based on the
outlier definition from Tukey’s fences [73]. The threshold
is calculated based on the interquartile range.
t = Q3 + k ∗ (Q3 −Q1) (2)
In Fig. 5b, k has been set to 3. One can observe both
dominant actions and actions with lower probabilities.
The representativeness of a current topic selection with
respect to the behavior set can be judged based on the
amount of intersection between the topics, the numbers
of the associated behaviors, and the number of behaviors
without topic association. To support judgments based on
the topic intersections, we propose to use a chord diagram
(Fig. 1 c), in which the selected topics are arranged in a
circular layout and connected by arcs that express their
relationships. The width of an arc represents the amount of
intersection between the connected topics, i.e., the number
of behaviors associated to both topics. The topics in the
diagram are shown in the colors of their dominant actions,
and the same colors are used for the arcs. When an arc
connects topics with different colors, it is divided into two
parts having the same colors as the topics at the respective
arc ends. In response to interactive hovering on an arc
representing a topic, the links of this topic and the linked
arcs are highlighted and the remaining arcs and links faded.
This facilitates observing intersection relationships of any
particular topic.
To provide more details for the behaviors, we propose
a matrix view of affiliated behaviors, which is similar to
the previously described matrix of topics, but here the rows
correspond to behaviors rather than topics. Both matrices
have consistent ordering of rows and columns. The behavior
matrix shows features of the topic-affiliated behaviors in
terms of the action frequencies (Fig. 9). High similarity
between the topic and behavior matrices indicates good rep-
resentativeness of the topic selection. Inconsistencies, such
as existence of actions with high frequencies in multiple
behavior groups while their probabilities in the respective
topics are low, indicate the need of updating the selection
by adding topics with high probabilities of these actions.
5.3 Selection of representative topics
The proposed approach to topic selection (T3) is based on
interactive grouping of topics by similarity and picking a
representative topic from each group. The analyst defines
a topic group by interacting in the projection display. The
group medoid, i.e., the topic with the minimal distances
to all others, is automatically selected as the representative.
Currently selected medoids are highlighted in all views by
black strokes (Fig. 1). Alternatively, a representative topic
could be created by computing the average or median prob-
ability values among all candidates. The medoid approach
has two advantages. First, the medoid is not affected by
extreme values in outliers, in contrast to the average value.
Second, the medoid is one of the existing topics with known
probabilities for the behaviors whereas constructing a new
representative topic requires additional calculation of its
probabilities.
5.3.1 Interactive definition of topic groups
We support two alternative operations for creating groups.
First, the analyst can define a group of topics by using a
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Fig. 6. When the analyst clicks on a topic of interest, the system selects
other topics within the distance less than a given threshold: (a) using a
small threshold (0.1), (b) using a large threshold (0.7).
free-form brush for outlining a visually perceived dense
cluster of topics in the projection display. In this operation,
the analyst considers not only the relative positions of the
topics in the projection space but also the visual similarity
of the corresponding pie charts. Taking into account that the
distances in the projection space may not be proportional
to the distances in the high-dimensional feature space, we
also enable the second interaction method. The analyst can
click on a topic of interest, and the system responds by
selecting all topics within a given distance from this topic in
the feature space (Fig. 6). The medoid of the group defined
in this way may not be the same as the originally selected
topic.
5.3.2 Group exploration and editing
Multiple interaction techniques support the exploration of
topic groups (Fig. 7). The action probabilities for selected
topics are visualized in the matrix view. For example,
Fig. 7c exhibits several subgroups with different combina-
tions of dominating actions. The actions mostly belong to
two classes, ACL (Access Control List) and Applications.
The class ACL (orange color) includes “Add data to ACL,
Create ACL for role, Filter roles for ACL, Delegate ACL”,
etc. The class Application (red color) includes “Display one
application, Manage app role, Filter roles for app, Find
app in tree”, etc. The columns and rows can be filtered
by brushing the axes in either select or unselect mode.
Thereby, the analyst can select regions of interest and drill
down to a detailed view of the action-based features of
the selected topics (Fig. 7d). In this example, the analyst
has brushed the group G1 on the Y-axis and deselected the
actions with low probabilities by brushing the X-axis. The
detailed inspection may suggest a need in subdividing the
group into subgroups (G2 and G3), as in Fig. 7b. Group
subdivision is done by interacting with the matrix, and the
results are reflected in the projection view.
After exploring a group of topics, the analyst may want
to expand or shrink it. Groups are edited by direct inter-
action in the topic projection. For example, analysts can re-
brush on the topic projection to update the groups (Fig. 7a).
The analyst can also dynamically change the threshold that
is used for defining groups based on the topic distances to
representative topics. It is done by dragging the slider in
the control below the topic projection view (Fig. 1a). In the
chord diagram, the analyst can observe whether there are
large intersections between selected topics, and, if needed,
modify the corresponding groups in the topic projection.
5.3.3 Removing a topic from the current selection
The analyst may decide to remove a topic from the current
selection if the number of associated behaviors, which is
represented in the chord diagram, is too small. Another
possible reason for removing a topic from the selection is
a high intersection with another selected topic. The analyst
can remove a topic by clicking on the topic band in the
chord diagram. Since each topic in the selection is a group
representative (medoid), topic removal results in destroying
the group it represents, i.e., the topics become ungrouped.
The analyst can then perform another selection among the
unselected topics, to examine a new medoid.
5.4 Progressive categorization of behaviors
We formulate criteria for evaluating a topic selection (T4)
and then introduce interactive operations that support the
process of progressive definition of behavior categories
through iterative assessment and revision of topic selection.
5.4.1 Criteria for evaluating topic selection
The selection of a subset of topics to represent behavior
types is guided by the following criteria, whose relative
importance may vary depending on the data properties and
analysis goals:
• Distinctiveness. Understanding intersections between
topics is needed for deciding if each topic is unique and
irreplaceable. This criterion is discussed in more detail
below the list.
• Coverage of behaviors. The selected topics should
jointly cover most of the existing behaviors. The
amounts of associated behaviors covered by the se-
lected topics are shown in the chord diagram (Fig. 1c),
and a special group labeled “other” consists of the
currently uncovered behaviors.
• Patterns of action probability distributions. The dis-
tribution patterns of the actions, which are visible in
the matrix view (Fig. 1b), indicate whether a topic is a
general or a specific one.
• Consistency between topic-affiliated behavior fea-
tures and topics’ action features. For a good topic
selection, it is expected that the action frequencies in the
affiliated behaviors are consistent with the action prob-
abilities in the topics. The comparison of the behavior
features to the topic features is supported by juxtaposed
matrices (Fig. 9). When a mismatch occurs, the analyst
can see which features are not correctly captured by the
current topic selection.
The distinctiveness criterion is one of the most complex
criteria. It would not be a right idea to just try to minimize
the number of shared behaviors between topics because,
as explained in Section 2, one particular behavior may be
a mixture of two or more behavior types, and this is the
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Fig. 7. Matrix exploration and editing of topic groups. (a) A topic group is selected in the topic projection, and (c) three sub-groups (G1, G2 and G3)
are identified in the matrix view. By brushing in both axes for filtering, details for Group G1 are selected and shown in (d) matrix visualization and
(b) topic projection.
main reason for using topic modeling rather than clustering.
Hence, a high amount of shared behaviors between two
topics observed in the chord diagram (Fig. 1c) should not be
treated as a sign of alarm, but it indicates a need in a detailed
inspection of these topics using the projection and matrix
views (Fig. 1a,b). If it turns out that the topics are quite
similar, it is reasonable to remove one of them or replace
this pair of topics by one topic located in the projection view
between them and thus likely to be similar to both these
topics. If the topics are distinct but almost all behaviors
associated with each of them are shared with the other, it
is an indication of an excessive specificity of these topics
and a high likelihood of the existence of a more generic
topic that combines the features of both topics. The topic
projection view can help the analyst to find such a unifying
topic for replacing the pair of excessively specific topics. If
the fraction of the shared behaviors is not very high, both
topics can be considered suitable. Hence, the application of
the distinctiveness criterion is highly reliant on the analyst’s
judgments based on interactive exploration of the topics.
5.4.2 Inspection and revision of topic selection
For selected topics, the analyst can explore the action proba-
bility distributions at different levels of detail by interacting
in the matrix view. Action classes (Fig. 1d) can be selected
or de-selected for considering actions of specific classes
in more detail. Other views are updated according to the
operation (Fig. 8).
Once the analyst has selected some topics, behaviors
that are not associated to these topics (i.e., the probability
is less than the threshold) are put into the special group
“other”. A good selection should make the “other” group
as small as possible, but its size may not reach zero, since
behavior outliers may exist. When the analyst clicks on the
group “other” in the chord diagram, the yet not grouped
topics to which the respective behaviors are associated are
highlighted in the topic projection. This suggests the analyst
where in the projection space the next group should be
made. Blurred shading is applied to already explored topic
groups (Fig. 6), informing the analyst of the current state
of the process. These hints guide the analyst in exploring
groups and adding new groups. Blurring is not applied
Fig. 8. By clicking on the color labels that correspond to action classes,
the analyst can select or exclude specific classes of actions for/from the
visualization. “User View”, “User Create” and “User Update” classes are
selected for investigating detailed distributions.
to group medoids, and their distribution in the projection
space indicates how diverse they are.
The analyst may select representative topics for in-
specting the action frequency distributions in the affiliated
behaviors (Fig. 9). The matrix view of action frequencies
shows how representative each topic is and whether not
yet captured behavior patterns exist. For example, Fig. 9b
reveals that there are combinations of actions from classes
“User view” (blue) and “Office” (green) that are not repre-
sented by any of the selected topics. This indicates a need
in adding a new topic. The analyst can find suitable topics
with high probabilities of the underrepresented actions and
create a new group, the representative (medoid) of which
will be added to the current topic selection (Fig. 9c). The
action frequencies view is updated reflecting the behaviors
affiliated to the topic added (Fig. 9d).
5.5 Rationale for the visualization design choices
Here we explain how the visualization techniques were
chosen in accord with the data specifics and analysis tasks.
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Fig. 9. Iterative exploration and revision of topic selection. (a) Action
probabilities for the topics. (b) Action frequencies in the behaviors affil-
iated to the topics of (a). (c) For a group of poorly represented actions,
the analyst adds a new topic to the selection. (d) The action frequency
view is updated according to the modified topic selection in (c).
5.5.1 Visualization of inter-topics similarities
Visualization of inter-topic similarities is necessary for sup-
porting task T1 (Section 4.3). We do this using the technique
of dimensionality reduction, which is a common approach
to supporting detection of clusters (i.e., groups of similar
items) in multidimensional data, in particular, LDA out-
puts [74]. This technique creates a two-dimensional arrange-
ment of topics, where we use pie chart glyphs to represent
the probabilities of action classes for the topics (Fig. 1a)
in order to provide additional information for assessing
the similarities among neighboring topics in the projection.
The need in such additional information exists because
the distances in the projection space may not accurately
reflect the distances in the multidimensional space. Glyph
components are ordered consistently for all topics, which
facilitates comparisons. The use of the glyphs in the topic
projection has been explained and discussed in Section 5.1.
In addition, it can be noted that the common practice to rep-
resent topics by several most significant words [50], [51] is
less suitable in our case, where the “words” are action labels.
As we explained earlier (in Introduction and Section 4.3),
semantic relatedness of actions may be hard to judge from
their labels. Another problem is that action labels may be
quite long, and putting them in the projection display may
introduce much clutter. Instead, topic details, including the
significant actions and their probabilities, are shown upon
mouse hovering on the topic glyphs. Task T3 (Section 4.3)
is supported by interactive topic grouping operations in the
projection view.
5.5.2 Visualization of action probabilities distributions
Visualization of action probabilities distribution is necessary
for supporting task T2 (Section 4.3). A matrix visualization
is naturally suitable for this purpose since action probabili-
ties for the topics exist in the form of topic-action matrices in
LDA outputs. For consistency, the same visualization is used
to show the action frequencies in topic-affiliated behaviors
(Fig. 9). Topic comparison and selection are supported by
interactive operations.
5.5.3 Visualization of topic intersections
Detecting overlapping topics is one of the main subtasks
in the evaluation task T4 (Section 4.3). During the design
process, we considered three candidate visualizations: Venn
diagram, matrix, and chord diagram. A Venn diagram is
good for showing set intersections when at most three sets
overlap but does not scale to complex cases. Matrix visu-
alization represents topics with rows and columns; hence,
each intersection is shown twice, which is space-inefficient
and can lead to confusion. Showing only half of the matrix
removes the duplication of information but leaves space
unused, and this issue is more noticeable with increasing
number of selected topics, which also increases the size of
the matrix. In contrast, a chord diagram has a constant size
irrespective of the number of selected topics. In this display,
the amounts of topic-associated behaviors are represented
by the sizes of the arcs that make the outer circle, and topic
intersections are shown by links inside the circle. A potential
drawback is visual clutter due to link intersections. How-
ever, such cases indicate a need to improve topic selection;
hence, the disadvantage transforms into an advantage for
the analysis process.
6 CASE STUDIES
The main question we investigate here is: Can topic mod-
eling produce results that can be treated as representations of
meaningful behavior types? To answer this, we performed a
case study in a particular application area (cyber security)
and consulted domain experts to judge the results of the
analysis. The answer was positive, which also means that
the combination of tools and the procedure we used for
performing the analysis worked well.
To test the generality of the approach, we conducted
an additional experiment with synthetic data concerning
customers’ behaviors provided for the IEEE VAST Challenge
2015 [65]. In both use cases, we used an ensemble of 18
LDA runs with the parameter N (topic number) ranging
from 2 to 19, producing 189 candidate topics. Generally, the
chosen upper limit for N should be slightly larger than the
expected maximal number of distinct behavior types in a
given domain.
6.1 User behaviors in LSS
As introduced in Section 4.1, this dataset contains 14,929
sessions (behaviors) with 296 distinct types of actions per-
formed over a period of 30 days. These actions have been
organized into 12 classes by domain experts. The number
of performed actions in a single behavior ranges from 1 to
893, whereas a majority of the behaviors consist of 6 to 14
actions. The motivation for the analysis was to understand
what behaviors are typical, with an outlook to use this
information for detecting anomalies.
The domain experts are currently using a computational
model that assigns anomaly scores from 0 (normal) to 1
(highly abnormal) to the behaviors. This current model han-
dles actions in isolation, and thus, combinations of actions
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are not considered. This eventually leads to inaccuracies and
high numbers of false positives, leaving the experts in need
of improving the model. One viable strategy is to investigate
how the model performs for different behavior types in
terms of action combinations. However, the behavior types
are not known and need to be defined – the problem which
our LDA-based approach is designed for. The analysis
reported below was performed by the tool developers in
cooperation with the domain experts, who provided their
feedback on the results and set further questions that guided
the analysis process.
6.1.1 Interactive exploration process
In a projection view of the results of the LDA ensemble
run, we observe several dense groups of topics represented
by similar glyphs (Fig. 1a). From these dense groups, we
select representative topics, such as the topic “LDA6Topic4”
with dominating actions from the class “Office” (Search
Office, Display Office, etc.). However, not all topic groups
are homogeneous, which is indicated by differences in the
dominating colors. We brush the orange and pink topic
regions (ACL and Application-related actions, respectively)
(Fig. 7). By drilling down to the details, we find out that
there are three distinct subgroups, G1 focusing on ACL
and Application, G2 focusing on ACL, and G3 focusing on
Application. Since the number of behaviors covered by the
whole group is not large, we choose to select the medoid
within G1 and thus avoid making several small behavior
categories. The result represents the behaviors related to
both ACL and Application actions.
In the regions in the projection space where the topics
are not dense, we define groups by clicking on topics
having more neighbors than others and using the function
of automated selection of similar topics, for which we set a
small distance threshold of 0.1 (Fig. 6a). As already consid-
ered groups are shaded by blurred colors, it is easy to see
which parts of the projection space are not explored yet.
We find that the remaining topics are mostly dominated
by three classes of actions, “User View”, “User Create”
and “User Update”. We focus on these action classes by
unselecting the others for a detailed examination of the
probabilities of the actions from these classes. This facilitates
seeing the differences among the remaining topics in terms
of the probabilities of the individual actions from these
classes and helps us divide the topics into subgroups, whose
representatives (medoids) are added to the topic selection.
For example, seeing that the action “User Display” is often
accompanied by “User Unlock”, we make a subgroup of
topics where this pair dominates.
6.1.2 Analysis and modeling result
With the progressive exploration process, we come to a
selection of 13 topics from different LDA runs, with the
minimal number of 238 and maximal number of 3,445
affiliated behaviors per topic. The topics have been inter-
actively examined and evaluated with regard to the criteria
introduced in Section 5.4.1 using the corresponding tools.
The selected topics are treated as representations of behavior
types and make together a behavioral topic model. This
model can be used for determining the types of existing
and new behaviors in the following way. For each session,
the model determines the probability of each topic. If there
is a single topic with a high probability while all others are
low, this session is an instance of the respective behavior
type. This means that the behavior is typical, i.e., normal.
The highest topic probability value can thus be treated
as a measure of behavior typicality, or normality. When
all topic probabilities are low, it may mean an atypical,
strange behavior, which may require detailed examination.
When two or a few topics have relatively high probabilities
compared to the others, the behavior may be a mixture of
the corresponding behavior types. How normal this mixture
is, can be judged from the amount of intersection between
the topics, i.e., the number of shared associated behaviors in
the historical data.
6.1.3 Representation of behaviors for expert evaluation
In the analysis, the relationships between the topics, actions,
and behaviors were inspected using the matrix displays.
However, this representation is not well suited for commu-
nicating analysis results to the domain experts. For them,
it is more convenient to see only the essential (highly
probable) actions of each topic and only the actions with
sufficiently high frequencies in behavior groups, whereas
the matrix displays include lots of irrelevant details. For
experts’ convenience, we chose a different visual representa-
tion of behaviors. We created a two-dimensional projection
of the set of actions based on the median pairwise distances
between the action occurrences in the sessions. The actions
that often occur together in a session tend to appear close
in this “action space”. Each session can be represented as
a trajectory in this action space. Multiple sessions can be
aggregated into a flow map [75], in which actions are linked
by arcs, as in Fig. 10, or by half-arrows, as in Fig. 11, with the
widths proportional to the number of times when one action
is immediately followed by the other. The probabilities or
frequencies of the actions can be represented by sizes of dot
symbols drawn at the actions’ locations. Actions with near-
zero probabilities or frequencies can be hidden to reduce
the display clutter and show only essential information. The
flow map technique can be applied, in particular, to the sets
of topic-affiliated behaviors. The resulting “maps” can serve
as visual representations of the topics (Fig. 10). The flow
map technique can also be used for representing a single
session (Fig. 11) or a set of sessions performed by a user.
The representation of behaviors and groups of behaviors
as trajectories and flows in an artificial space leverages our
previous experience on semantic representation of mobility
behaviors [76].
6.1.4 Expert verification and feedback
For checking the validity of the behavioral topic model,
the domain experts were asked to assess the model and
its results and provide their feedback in respect to the
following questions:
1) whether the selected topics can be treated as represen-
tations of sensible categories of normal behaviors of the
LSS system operators;
2) whether high typicality values can be indicative of
behaviors being normal;
3) whether low typicality values can be seen as an indica-
tion of a possible anomaly.
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Fig. 10. Examples of topics represented by flow maps. A: Update user
data; B: Check organization data; C: Create users and assign roles; D:
Update application.
Validity of extracted behavior types
We assigned meaningful labels to the 13 topics selected
based on the most typical actions in the topic-affiliated
sessions. The labels are: Create login area, Edit login area,
Create users and assign roles, Remove a role of a user, Duplicate
a user, Check user data, Update user data, Unlock user and
reset password, Update application, Assign ACL, and Check
organization data.. The topics were presented to the experts
in the form of flow maps, as in Fig. 10. The experts agreed
that 12 of the 13 topics can be seen as representing sensible
behavior types. Selected examples of sessions affiliated to
the topics were judged as normal behaviors. One exception
was the topic “Update application”. In the expert’s opin-
ion, this topic mixes application-focused and ACL-focused
operations and should rather be replaced by two distinct
topics. This suggestion was later fulfilled using the tools for
editing topic groups (Section 5.3.2). Essentially, the experts’
feedback suggests the positive answer to the question 1.
Assessment of typical and atypical behavior instances
Examples of typical and atypical behaviors were presented
to the experts in the form of flow maps. In general, the
experts gave positive feedback noting that our approach to
behavior modeling provided new investigating perspectives
for them.
All examples of behaviors with high typicality values
were judged as normal sessions by the experts, which gives
a positive answer to question 2 and confirms the possibility
to use the behavioral topic model for behavior type recog-
nition. There were several examples with high typicality
according to the topic model but also high anomaly scores
assigned by the currently used model. The experts agreed
that these behaviors are quite typical in terms of the actions
performed and commented that the high anomaly scores
could be false alarms of the current model or could be
assigned based on other features of the sessions, such as
the IP address or user information.
For obtaining an answer to question 3, the experts were
shown examples of sessions with very low typicality values.
These included sessions that received high and low anomaly
scores from the current model. A few sessions are shown
in Fig. 11. Out of 10 example sessions with high anomaly
scores, 5 were judged as somewhat strange and others as
rather normal despite of the high scores. Likewise, out of
Fig. 11. Flow maps represent examples of sessions with high (A) and
low (B) anomaly scores both having low typicality by the topic model.
8 examples with low anomaly scores, 4 were assessed as
slightly abnormal. The experts noted that all sessions that
received low typicality values from the behavioral topic
model included actions that are specific for different LSS
system’s functions dealing with users, offices, organizations,
etc. Generally, such behaviors are not necessarily suspicious
and indicating potential fraud. Still, behaviors mixing di-
verse functions may deserve a detailed examination.
The behavioral topic model also assigned low typicality
scores to sessions that consisted of a single action repeated
many times, e.g., “Search User”. These sessions had low
anomaly scores by the current model. The experts acknowl-
edged that, since such behaviors happened relatively rare,
their current model might not be trained to treat them
as abnormal. Hence, the new approach to session analysis
made the experts aware of the existence of such behaviors.
User-level behavior analysis
The domain experts were highly interested in a possibility
to categorize the LSS system users based on their behaviors
in the sessions. The behavioral topic model allows charac-
terizing the users based on the following criteria:
• whether a user has one or a few usual (repeatedly oc-
curring) behavior types or has diverse behavior types;
• which specific behavior types are usual for a user;
• whether a user has occasional occurrences of behaviors
of types that not usual for this user;
• whether a user has behavior instances with low typical-
ity values and how frequent such instances are.
User profiles based on these criteria can be used for as-
sessing new sessions with respect to their expectedness.
The experts agreed that this may be a good approach to
enhancing the security checks.
By considering the examples provided, the experts
agreed that such behavior summaries can be a useful addi-
tion to the currently existing user profiles that are used in the
security monitoring system. The users practicing one or two
behavior types were judged as having routine behaviors.
Regarding occasional occurrences of other behavior types
among the sessions of such routine users, the experts said
that such occurrences are not necessarily suspicious since
they may correspond to functions that need to be performed
only once in a while. Hence, the overall frequencies of
behavior types need to be taken into account in deciding
whether a user-unspecific activity may be suspicious.
Regarding the users whose sessions could not be associ-
ated with any behavior types, the experts were cautious in
considering them as suspicious. They said: “Generally, there
is not enough data to take conclusion for users with only ten
sessions. But for one user you provided there is a large amount of
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observed sessions, which is worth investigating”.
Feedback on Visual Analytics Process
In this work, we have a team including visual analytics
experts and security experts who work together. Security
experts have their needs and problems to solve. The topic
modeling-based approach provides them with a different
perspective to understand user behaviors. Since the main
research question concerned the utility of topic modeling
for behavior analysis, the visual analytics part of the team
did not attempt to develop a polished software system that
could be immediately used by the security practitioners.
Therefore, the analysis was done by the tool developers
under the supervision of the domain experts, and the latter
were asked to comment on the analysis process and tech-
niques used.
The experts’ feedback was positive. Concerning the LDA
ensemble use, the experts stated that “the choice behind LDA
ensembles is clearly motivated, and the advantages of this method
compared to the state of the art is also very clear”. The domain
experts have basic dashboard visualizations in their current
working system. Compared to the dashboards, the inter-
active explorations that are possible in the visual analytics
system are preferred by them, as well as the visualizations
of behavior topics. They said: “The interactive exploration
capabilities of this tool for understanding behaviors are truly
amazing. Thanks to these topics resulting from LDA ensembles
and the way you visualize them interactively, we can have many
ways to look at behavior data across so many dimensions. This
can certainly help in the initial step of overall understanding
user behaviors and categorizing them.” They noted that the
projection of topics with glyph design and lasso interactions
are useful in the analysis process.
The experts especially appreciated the possibilities for
grouping behaviors: “The VA tool can support the discovery of
new insights into complex behaviors, such as groups of frequent
and/or similar behaviors as well as hidden associations among
them. This can be really useful.” The experts also pointed
out several issues to improve, which we will discuss in the
following discussion section.
According to a wish of the domain experts to have the
visual analytics tools at their disposal to better understand
the user behaviors, improve their original models, and
detect anomalies more reliably, the tool developers started
a process of integrating the system into the current work
environment of the security specialists.
6.2 Visiting behavior exploration
In this case, our approach is applied to behaviors of cus-
tomers of an amusement park. The data set originates from
IEEE VAST Challenge 2015 [65]. The actions are visits of dif-
ferent attractions and other points of interest (POIs). There
are 73 POIs grouped in 12 classes, such as “thrill rides”,
“shopping”, “food”, etc. During 3 days, 11,374 visitors per-
formed 1,562,421 actions, i.e., POI visits. The analyst wishes
to understand what visitors do in the park by extracting and
and categorizing existing behavior patterns.
The analyst starts with an overview of the action prob-
ability distribution in all topics (Fig. 12a). The exploration
process can follow different workflows. One option is to use
filtering for considering separately the widespread actions
(Fig. 12c) and more specific topic-related actions (Fig. 12b).
The analyst can observe that a majority of the visitors
attended “rides for everyone”, “shopping”, “food” and “re-
stroom”. This observation corresponds to the common sense
and thus increases the analyst’s trust to the data and results.
Another option is to use the topic projection (Fig. 12d,e)
and identify two distinct groups. The first group represents
visitors addicted to “thrill rides” (Fig. 12f) and the second
those who prefer relaxing activities, e.g. “shopping”, “kid-
die rides”, “rides for everyone”, etc.
The analyst continues the exploration of these two topic
groups (Fig. 13) and refines them by progressive application
of group editing functions. Thus, thrill rider behaviors were
further divided into four more specific topic groups. For
example, G2 focuses on specific thrill rides “Atmosfear and
Galactusaurus” (Fig. 13b). The analyst extracts a smaller
group G1 which represents shopping behaviors in addition
to the thrill rides (Fig. 13c). Group G3 includes one “thrill
ride”, two “rides for everyone”, one “shopping” and one
“food” (Fig. 13d), which may be interpreted as a touris-
tic pattern with no strong preference for any attraction.
Another small group of topics includes “beer” and “thrill
rides” (Fig. 13e). In a similar way, the analyst explores in
detail and refines the second of the two initial topic groups,
which is focused on relaxing actions. The analyst identi-
fies subgroups focused on “kiddie rides” and “shopping”
(Fig. 13g), and “beer” combined with “shopping” and “rides
for everyone” (Fig. 13f). During the progressive refinement
process, group G12 was removed due to its large overlap
with another group.
The analysis ends up in creating 11 topic groups whose
medoids are treated as representations (models) of behavior
categories. The matrix view in Fig. 14 shows that each
topic is dominated by specific actions, and the topics have
quite small overlaps, which makes even the Venn diagram
applicable in this case. The results of the analysis reveal
typical patterns of user behaviors. This can provide a basis
for detection of unusual events in the IEEE VAST Challenge
2015 [77]; however, complete solution of the Challenge is
beyond the scope of this work.
7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We presented an approach to exploration and categorization
of behaviors employing a combination of topic modeling
with visual analytics techniques. The proposed workflow
conforms to the view of visual analytics as a process of
building a model of some subject through iterative eval-
uation and progressive development of the current model
until it satisfies appropriateness criteria [78]. Thus, we ex-
plicitly consider the criteria that are relevant for evaluating
a behavioral topic model and provide tools supporting the
evaluation and further development.
Our approach does not rely on setting a fixed target
number of topics, which is often unknown. As a special case,
our approach also supports the traditional single-round
LDA enabling interactive visual exploration of results. The
benefit of executing multiple runs of LDA is obtaining a new
information layer with diverse topics of varied specificity
for further analysis. Strong behavior patterns (such as the
thrill riding behaviors in Case 2) become prominent due
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Fig. 12. Initial pattern exploration in visiting behaviors. (a) Overall actions distribution over the topics. (b)-(d) Different subsets of behaviors selected
based on action probabilities distributions. (f)-(g) Subsets of behaviors based on topic grouping.
Fig. 13. Topic grouping for categorizing user visiting behaviors. (a) Creation of topic groups in the topic projection. (b)-(e) Groups of topics containing
mostly thrill rides. (f)-(h) Groups of topics with more relaxing activities, such as kiddie rides, shopping, and rides for everyone.
Fig. 14. The final analysis result consists of 11 topics.
to the existence of multiple similar topics resulting from
different runs. Subtler behavior patterns (such as the beer
drinking combined with thrill riding in Case 2), which might
only be identified by some runs of LDA, can be found
through the interactive exploration process. By including
more general or more specific topics in the final model,
the analyst can accommodate its level of discriminability
according to application needs.
The proposed approach helps analysts not only to iden-
tify behavior types but also to understand the feature space
and make informed decisions that influence the overall
behavior categorization process. The idea of progressive
topic exploration and selection advances the traditional use
of the topic modeling methods.
One of the limitations of the approach is that it does
not fully remove the need to estimate the number of topics,
as it requires to set the upper bound. This decision can
be facilitated by inspecting the coverage of the generated
topics and using the cross-verification method [79]. The
scalability with respect to the number of topics may also be
an issue. To handle it, we envision two potentially useful
approaches: sampling for reducing the number of topics
and topic similarity checks (e.g. [15]) for filtering out similar
topics.
Since our approach disregards the sequence in which
actions occur, it is not suitable for tasks where action order
is of primary importance. As explained in Section 2, the pur-
pose of our approach is different from and complementary
to sequence analysis. For gaining more comprehensive un-
derstanding of behaviors, it can be worthwhile to apply both
behavior topic modelling and sequence analysis supported
by interactive visual tools (e.g., [5], [6]).
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We demonstrate the validity of the proposed approach
through applied case studies in two substantially different
application domains. We can envision further application
areas, such as analysis of shopping behaviors with the
aim to provide recommendations to customers or predict
demands.
We plan two directions of further research and devel-
opment. First, we want to find and incorporate suitable
methods for behavior prediction, further combining auto-
matic calculation and interactions. Second, we aim to con-
sider more sophisticated definitions of behaviors taking into
account temporal, sequential, and quantitative information
and thus develop further approaches to behavior analysis.
In respect to the computer security application domain,
we are going to address suggestions and follow-up re-
quirements of our experts. Particularly, they noted that the
results of our analysis are helpful but not sufficient for fraud
detection. The value of our approach is that it is capable to
identify typical and atypical behaviors and provide deep
understanding of the distribution of behavior types and
their representative actions. Such understanding can help
and trigger domain experts to further develop and improve
their existing model. Still, it appears possible to extend our
approach for being more directly suited to the task of fraud
detection. This requires using additional information con-
cerning the sessions (time, IP address, operation platform,
etc.) and the users (history of previous activities, typical
session settings, etc.). Hence, behavior topic modeling needs
to be combined with techniques for making inferences based
on these kinds of information.
During the evaluation of the resulting behaviors, one
emerging requirement was to closely inspect the behaviors
extracted and relate individual sessions to these models. We
currently made use of flow maps but further work is needed
to better integrate such detailed representations within our
approach to support the evaluation of the topics.
In the reported study, domain experts were involved in
the evaluation of the approach but not of the visual analytics
system implementing it. We intend to conduct a follow-on
user study in which the experts will operate the system by
themselves and evaluate its usability.
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